NOTE:
1. CRT posts include those posts between the terminal and PT, plus the post with block at Post #7. See ET Detail 617-10 for block details.
2. See Special Contract Requirements when 7 foot or longer posts are specified.
3. See ET Detail 617-22 for terminal section. Type CRT details. The use of the CRT terminal is limited to driveways, service roads, and low speed minor road approaches. Use the appropriate TL-2 or TL-3 terminal on all other roadway approaches.
4. If the CRT will be connected to transition rail at Post 8, add a standard post and block midway between Posts 7 and 8.
5. Dimensional tolerances not shown or implied are intended to be those consistent with the proper functioning of the part, including its appearance, and accepted manufacturing practices.

CRT POST DETAIL
POSTS #3 - #7
See Note 1

TYPICAL GUARDRAIL CROSS SECTION

ELEVATION
GUARDRAIL SYSTEM CRG
WITH CRT POSTS

See Notes 3 & 4